We welcome applications in the areas of media and communication, journalism and publishing, new media, digital audio and visual cultures, digital art practice and any aspect of cultural studies with critical theory, contemporary thought, psychoanalysis or philosophy focus.

Our portfolio of completed and current PhD projects covers a wide range of topics, such as millenial love, sex bots, populism and trauma, Indian graphic novels, Palestinian cinema, psychoanalysis, mental health and technology, post-truth societies, and electronic literature.

The department’s cohort of PhD students constitutes a vibrant peer support network. Our doctoral students take part in the departments research culture, organise research events, and have a successful track-record of publications in edited volumes and peer-reviewed journals.

We can help you shape your research proposal to explore and engage with a wide range of media texts. We encourage applicants to send an informal statement of intent with a description of research interests. The
applicant will then be invited to submit a more substantial research proposal, attend an in-person or an online interview.

For specific advice on preparing your proposal and documentation contact Professor Scott Wilson

If your enquiry is about the application process or funding availability and deadlines or you have made an application and would like an update on its progress please contact our Faculty Research Office KSAresearch-enterprise@kingston.ac.uk

To apply for a Research Degree at the Kingston School of Art please complete an online application:

https://www.kingston.ac.uk/research/research-degrees/how-to-apply/#ksaapply

In submitting your PhD application, please provide the following:

1. Research Proposal (no more than 1500 words)
   This document should include:
   - A working title and a brief outline of your research question
   - A brief overview of the literature on which you will draw in your research
   - An indicative outline of your theoretical framework and research methodology
   - An indicative research plan and expected outcomes

2. A working research bibliography